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Abstract:
Recent events involving supplier-caused business disruptions bring to the forefront the issue of managing critical suppliers that may exist deep in
supply networks. While managing prominent top-tier, strategic suppliers is well understood, we have only just begun to recognize a different type of
critical suppliers called nexus suppliers. Nexus suppliers can be several tiers removed in the supply network and hence may not have direct contact
with the focal buying firm. They are critical because of their structural positions in the supply network. In this study, we explore the identification and
categorization of nexus suppliers. Using a data-analytics approach, we compute what we call Nexus Supplier Index (NSI), a single unified measure
that combines various network centrality measures to capture different aspects of a supplier’s structural importance. Aided by the advances in publicly
available data sources (i.e., Bloomberg Terminal), the proposed NSI model is empirically implemented for the real-world supply network of Honda
Motor Company to demonstrate its use.
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with the U.S. Department of Energy focused on the role of supply chains in bringing sustainable energy technologies to market.
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